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II. Product features  
 1.Elegant appearance and patent design，obtained pratical patents certificate. 

 

2. To adapt in different enviroment, we providing two models for potion, one is Plastic, another is PMMA+Aluminum. 

 

3. ①The Plastic model comply with IP69K， IK10， IP66   ②PMMA+AL mode is IK08， IP65. 

 

4.Using diamond-shaped optical design, so the overall light is uniform and no dark areas. 

 

5.Rotating end cover + terminal design, easy to wiring, convenient and time-saving. 

 

6.The installation clip is reversed hook design. Product can directly lock into the clip (without any screws).  

Fast easy installation to save cost and time. 

 

7.Multi-functions : built-in microwave sensor, 1-10V/DALI dimmable， 

Emergency battery，CCT adjustbale and other function is available. 

 

8.Suspended installation，Empended installation, Surface Celling installation for options,  

Linkable and Non-Linkable can be provided. 

9.Plastic models can be used in other harsh environments such as food plants, aluminum+PMMA models can be used in 

farms and other occasions containing ammonia. 
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Nickel plated brass， 

Passable wire diameter Φ7-12mm 
Imported fireproof materials， 

safety and stable 

Rotable endcaps， 

Covenient to disassembled 

Built-in microwave sensor 

and other sensor available Uniform lighting 

Fireproof PC material 

      Built in Emergency battery,  

        CCT adjustable available 

301 stainless steel  
Built-in CCT Adjustable switch 

3000K/4000K/6000K 

Osram brand driver 

Reversed hook 
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III. Technical Parameters 

Plastic model PMMA+Aluminum model 

Item 

LI06S18WXY LI06B30WXY 

LI12S36WXY LI12B50WXY 

LI15S56WXY LI15B70WXY 

Input Voltage    AC100-277V  

Efficacy      130LM/W      150LM/W     170LM/W 

Color Temperature  3000K     4000K       5000K        6000K 

Power Factor ≥0.95 

<15%@ full load 

  CRI  ≥80 

Life Span 50000H 

Operating Temperature  -20 to +45°C 

Warranty 5yeas 

Certificates CE/RoHS/TUV 
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CCT Adjustable--Plastic model 

Item 

LI06S18W-D 

LI12S36W-D 

LI15S50W-D 

Input Voltage    AC100-277V  

Efficacy      130LM/W      150LM/W     170LM/W 

Color Temperature  3000K     4000K    6000K   Adjustable 

Power Factor ≥0.95 

<15%@ full load 

  CRI  ≥80 

Life Span 50000H 

Operating Temperature  -20 to +45°C 

Warranty 5yeas 

Certificates CE/RoHS/TUV 
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               IV. Other functions 
1.Complying with Brand power supply: OSRAM  flicker free as standard, quality assurance. 

 

2.For 0/1-10V dimmable, we using high-precision power supply, so a dimmer can control multiple lamps at 

the same time, the brightness is synchronized  

 

3.We using DALI2 power supply to achived DALI dimmable . And the driver also complys  with DALI2 protocol 

certification. No need to worry about system compatibility's problem. 

 

4.Microwave Sensor is divided into switch and dimmable function.  

①For the switch function, maximum installation height is 6 meters, and the remote control distance is 14 

meters. 

②The dimming sensor (with daylight sensor) has a maximum installation height of 15 meters and a sensor 

diameter of 14 meters. It can be equipped with a remote control according to different needs. 

 

5.Built-in emergency function adopts high temperature resistant lithium battery, the emergency time is 

unified to 2 hours,10W. 

 

6.The lamp can be equipped with CCT adjustment built-in device, and the color temperature can be adjusted 

through the code switch, which are 3000K, 4000K and 6000K 
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               IV. Life curve 



V. Installation 
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Ceiling installation 

 

Installation steps： 
1.Drill  Ø 4mm holes on the surface 

2.Put the expansion tube into the drilled hole 

3.Using screws to lock the hook into the expansion tube 

4.Align the lamp with the hook and lock it 

Tips:  

When disassembly, 

you can insert a screwdriver 

into the groove of the 

buckle, and then pry it out 



V. Installation 
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Suspended installation 

 
As shown picture，if you 

want to adjust the length 

of suspension wire, 

just press the metal tube. 

 

Installation steps： 

1. According to the three holes of the sling fixing, drill Ø 4mm holes on the surface，then put the expansion tube into the 

drilled hole，lastly use screws to lock the sling fixings 

2.According to the last picture, use a screwdriver to lock the hook into the end of the sling 
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VI. Wiring diagram 
1.counterclockwise the end cap in 90 

degrees to remove 

2.Terminal wiring methods: brown wire 

connect with L (3), 

Connect the blue wire to the N wire (N), 

and the yellow-green wire to ground, Black 

and red connect dimmable wire or spare 

line 

       

3.After finished connected, align the end 

cover 

Warming reminds: This product is equipped with 16AWG wire as standard. Do not overload it when linking. The 

input wire of the above linking quantity must be thicker than 16AWG wire. 
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VI. Product size 

unit:mm 

Item A B C D E F Tolerance 

LI06H18W 

65.2 61.2 65.6 

664 644 600 ±3 

LI12H36W 1264 1244 1200 ±3 

LI15H50W 1564 1544 1500 ±3 
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VII. Packing info 

Model 
Inner box 
Size(mm) 

N.W 
Carton 

Size(mm) 
Qty/CTN G.W/CTN 

LI06H18W 
           

670*80*70 0.58kg 700*355*240 12piece/Carton 10kg 

LI12H36W 
        

1270*80*70 0.92kg 1300*355*240 12piece/Carton 15.7kg 

LI15H50W 
      

1570*80*70 1.04kg 1600*355*240 12piece/Carton 18.5kg 


